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opefully this will be my last guest appearance writing of this column. We are
still looking for one of our members to fill in as the WPS President at least
until our April elections. If you are willing to serve please let us know.
WPS Board Updates
In the past month we have added two members to fill vacancies on the WPS Board.
Dennis Thornton has taken over as our Competition Chair and Fuat Baran will be
expanding our presence on social media. You can reach WPS on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram by clicking on their icons at the very bottom of any page on our
WPS website.
Facebook , Twitter , Instagram
Check them out and please tag and share them with all your contacts.
Your Opinions
To put it mildly, 2020 has been one of the most challenging years for WPS in the
past forty years. We have weathered our way through moving the club out of WCC,
our first major dues increase in many years and the movement of all of our activities from in person to online and virtual events. For the future we are hoping to restart in person events in late 2021. The Board needs your input to decide the balance between in person vs. Zoom and virtual club events. We anticipate sending
out a survey in the near future to get your preferences. Please respond to our survey as we need your opinions for our future planning.
I’m sure most of us are looking forward putting 2020 behind us and getting back to
enjoying our photography is 2021.
Stay safe and well.
—Dick

COVER PHOTO
WHAT A RIDE!
By Jennifer Dooley
This image is an in camera multiple exposure made at Coney
Island, NY.
I wanted to capture the movement, exhilaration and fun of the ride
in a different way, without actually being on it.
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COMING UP

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
January
1

No Meeting: New Years Day

8

Competition 3B

15

Art Vaughn, NECCC Print Winners

22

Hazel Meridith, “Creativity with Textures
and Composition,” Mentoring Sessions

29

Competition 4A

February
Jen Rozenbaum, “Boudoir Photography,”

5

Nikon Ambassador. In cooperation with
Hunt’s Photo.
12

Rob Dublin, “Trading Posts of the Four 		
Corners: Going, Going but Not Gone”

19

Members’ Mix (5 and 20 min
presentations)

26

Competition 4B

March
5

Harvey Augenbraun, “Long Exposure”

12

Al Sarnotsky, “Impressions of Iceland and
Greenland,” Jerry Hoffman, “My
Favorites,” Mentoring Session

19

Competition 5A

26

Outside Speaker

April
2

No Meeting: Easter Weekend

9

Competition 5B

16

Lisa Langell, “Photographing Hi Key”

23

Competition 6A

30

Annual Members Meeting

May
7

Outside Speaker

14

Members’ Mix (5 and 20 min
presentations), Mentoring Session

21

Competition 6B

28

No Meeting: Memorial Day Weekend

Pleaste note:
Check the WPS website (wpsphoto.org) for
recent changes.

Art Vaughan on January 15
Art Vaughan has been active in photography for over 40
years. He worked for Western Electric, AT&T, Lucent Technologies, and Bell Laboratories for just over 31 years before
retiring in October of 2001. Over a twenty-five year period he performed extensive work in photomicrography for
microcircuit development engineering departments at Bell
Laboratories, especially in the area of new process development and microchip / microcircuit failure mode analysis.
After joining the Merrimack Valley Camera Club (originally the Lawrence
Camera Club) in 1985, he served a total of 9 years as club president, and 16 years
as print competition chairman, and has been awarded an Honorary Life Membership in the club. He’s also a member of the Massachusetts Camera Naturalists
and the Photographic Historical Society of New England. Since 2004 he’s been a
Vice President and Print Competition Director of the New England Camera Club
Council, and is continuing his service as the “live” commentator for the “Best of
the NECCC” Traveling Print Program. At the 2016 NECCC annual conference in
Amherst he was awarded an honorary membership in that organization.

Hazel Meredith on January 22
Hazel is involved with the photographic community on local, regional and national levels. She is a past Vice President
on the board of the New England Camera Club Council
(NECCC), secretary of the Connecticut Association of Photographers; and a member of the Greater Bridgeport Camera Club. She is also active in the Photographic Society of

America (PSA).
Her photos have won many awards and competitions in both local club competitions and international salons and she has had several public showings of her
work. In 2008 she received an honors distinction of Master Member of the New
England Camera Club Council (MNEC) during its annual conference and in
2012 received the PSA Service Award. In September, 2013, she was awarded the
distinction of APSA from the Photographic Society of America at their annual
conference. At the NECCC Conference in July, 2018, she received the distinction
of HonNEC.
Hazel teaches at many New England camera clubs as well as photographic conferences and events throughout the U.S. She offers workshops through her company, Meredith Images, and is a regular webinar presenter for Topaz Labs. In 2017 she
and her husband, Dave, founded the “Creative Photography Conference.” She released her first eBook, “Working with Textures & Overlays: Turn Ho-Hum into a
Work of Art” in October 2015, and is currently working on the sequel!

MARKETPLACE

Copyright Notice

Contact Information

FOR SALE
Olympus OM-D 10 Mk iii w/ 14-42mm lens
condition: exellent +
$325.00
panasonic FX1000ii
condition: exellent
$425.00
Contact Richard Micklish at
rich3638@optonline.net

Unless specifically noted herein, all images and
articles are copyrighted by their respective authors.
Clip-art is used under license from Microsoft
Corporation and other sources. This publication is
copyrighted property of the Westchester
Photographic Society (WPS) and may not be reprinted in whole or in part without its expressed written
permission, with the usual exceptions for fair use as
defined by §107 of the U.S. Copyright code.

Your comments and suggestions are always
welcome and should be addressed as follows: If
concerning the WPS Newsletter, In Focus,
address comments to the editor at infocus@
wpsphoto.org. If concerning our website,
address comments to our webmaster, Dick
Budnik, at webmaster@wpsphoto.org. All other
comments should be addressed to our
President.
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AREA MUSEUMS/GALLERIES

WPS GROUP EXHIBITS

SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS

NOTE:
Some of these museums are temporarily closed because of the COVID-19
pandemic. Please check their websites
for more information.

Northern Westchester Hospital/
Chappaqua Crossing
“Sports/Action or Movement”
Exhibit: Nov 4 - ongoing

Please log on to websites to
see the entire schedules.
Many events are available online.

Metropolitan Museum
(www.metmuseum.org)
Pictures, Revisited
Through May 9, 2021

Cancer Treatment and
Wellness Center
Northern Westchester Hospital
“Our World of Water”
Exhibit: Jan 13 - ongoing

Museum of Modern Art
(www.moma.org)
Check website
International Center for Photography
(www.icp.org)
Many online exhibits
Through Dec 31
Fotografiska
(www.fotografiska.com/museums/)
Many Exhibits
Check website
New-York Historical Society
(www.nyhistory.org)
Bill Graham and the
Rock & Roll Revolution
Photography Archives
See online exhibits

B&H Photo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/find/
EventSpace.jsp
check online
Adorama
http://www.adorama.com/alc/events
check online

Check out Hunt’s Photo
Great Education Offerings!
https://edu.huntsphoto.com

WPS FIELD TRIPS
https://www.wpsphoto.org/members-field-trips
We're looking for people to
suggest and organize field trips!

PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES

Free OnlinePhotography Courses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Basics of Photography
Introduction to Photography and Related Media
Your Road to Better Photography
Lighting 101 by Strobist
Commercial Photograhy: Still and Moving Image
CreativeLivte On-Air Classes
Alison Free Online Courses and Online Learning
Documentary Photography and Photojournalism: Still Images of a World in Motion

928 8TH AVE
NEW YORK, NY 10019, USA
FRIDAY - SUNDAY
12:00 PM - 7:00 PM
LAST ENTRY : 90 MINS BEFORE CLOSING
Ongoing
skyscape.com
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Competition 3A (Judge: Steven E. Morton)

COLOR B

Serge Migdal, First
Early Bird

Barbara Pollack, Second
Balanced Rock & Bird

Kenneth Salstrom, Second
Annoying
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Competition 3A (Judge: Steven E. Morton)

COLOR B

Carl Zucker, Third
Turtle Beach
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Jim Dwyer, HM
Leaves on the Hudson

Competition 3A (Judge: Steven E. Morton)

COLOR A

Voyin Hrnjak, First
Lorikeet

Paula Pillone, Second
Cascade

Arnold Breisblatt, Third
Faded Morning Glory
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Competition 3A (Judge: Steven E. Morton)

COLOR A

Tom Streppone, Third
Torn Penal Canvass
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Paula Pillone, HM
Abandon Stop

Competition 3A (Judge: Steven E. Morton)

COLOR SALON

Jun Shihoten, First
Mom and Baby

Anastasia Tompkins, First
Chow Time at Nickerson

Lewis Bogaty, Second
Woodpecker
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Competition 3A (Judge: Steven E. Morton)

COLOR SALON

Carlotta Grenier, Second
Lake Placid Wonders

Harvey Augenbraun, Third
Tiny Butterfly

Richard Micklish, Third
Pickerel2
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Competition 3A (Judge: Steven E. Morton)

COLOR SALON

Jun Shihoten, Third
Orange Neck Black Moth

Linda Austrian, HM
Worth the Pecking

Dennis Thornton, HM
Green Duck Bathing

Dennis Thornton, HM
Red Tractor w/Barn
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Competition 3A (Judge: Steven E. Morton)

COLOR OPEN MIND
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Paula Pillone, First
Eye of the Fireworks

Bob Piro, First
St. Peters Side Entrance

Bob Piro, First
Truck to Nowhere

Arnold Breisblatt, Second
Paper Bag Players

Competition 3A (Judge: Steven E. Morton)

COLOR OPEN MIND

Jim Dwyer, Second
Bridge Over Troubled Water

Voyin Hrnjak, Third
Colorful Hats

Linda Austrian, HM
Electric Mushrooms
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WPS is on Instagram
By Fuat Baran (fuat@columbia.edu)
			
(@thebiblioholic)
At the most recent WPS Board meeting one of the topics of discussion was our social media engagement and
using it to grow and interact with our membership. On December 17th I created an Instagram account for WPS
called @WPhotoSoc. Not the most obvious choice of name but it matches our Twitter handle (@WPhotoSoc).
Better names were already taken or were too long when we got the Twitter handle, and there is some value in a
bit of consistency.
Our intention with the Instagram account is
to create a presence for WPS, attract members, post meeting announcements, follow
our members, link to our guest speakers’ accounts (they have some wonderful photos on
Instagram), interact with everyone and showcase our members’ works. We’re open to other ideas too, so send me or the Board an
email.
I am planning on presenting a tutorial on Instagram / social media at an upcoming meeting in 2021. Or reach out to me directly, or request a mentoring session, etc. Here’s a short
YouTube video introduction to Instagram that
you might find useful: How to Use Instagram
(2020 Beginner’s Guide)

Other Social Media
As I mentioned earlier, WPS has had a presence on Twitter (@WPhotoSoc)
for several years. We’ve used this on occasion to publicize guest speakers.
A few of the more well-known speakers had asked us to make sure we were
publicizing them there.
We’ve also had a Facebook page for a number of years. This is essentially a “presence” on Facebook where we can provide some basic information about the club, post announcements
and events, etc. Interested parties can like or follow a page and posts there will appear on their news feeds. I took
over managing the page a few years ago and have been posting meeting announcements there.
In contrast to a Facebook page, a Facebook group is a community and one can join and become a member of the
community. Different levels of privacy can be set in a group ranging from open and searchable to closed private
ones that are by invitation only. If there is interest, we could set up a WPS community on Facebook where members can interact, post photos, comment, etc. Let me and the Board know if this interests you and do let us know
if you also wish to help run it.

Join us on Instagram
Meanwhile, if you have an Instagram account
please follow @WPhotoSoc, like our posts, tag
us and interact with us and other members. And
if you don’t have an Instagram account, do consider getting one. There are so many wonderful
artists and images online.
You can also register your Instagram and other social media accounts on our web site. Simply login with your personal WPS account password, click on “Profile” in the top left corner and update your user profile.
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Members Pictures

Kenny Salstrom
(Found on Facebook)
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Communing with
the Spirits
By Dennis Thornton

T

owards the end of November, I was fortunate to join
friends for a nighttime photographic workshop at Sleepy
Hollow Cemetery. The cornerstone of this hollowed ground
is the 17th century Old Dutch Church and graveyard. This location is the backdrop for the popular Halloween classic “The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow.” You can view the gravesite of the
famed author Washington Irving and some of the real life
characters from the story. This five-acre churchyard is actually a separate entity from the 90-acre cemetery proper, which
is where we were allowed to photograph.
Shooting at night presents with a unique set of opportunities
and challenges. Everything takes on a different appearance
when the sun is not shining. The moon can provide subdued
constant illumination. Then you can shape the dimension of
objects by brightening the scene or subject with your own
supplemental light source. Flashlights, LED speed lights,
sparklers, glow sticks are among the tools of the night photographer. Then there are those who have embraced the art of
painting with light. Light painting has become increasingly
popular and you can find many instructional YouTube videos
on the subject. One company has become the leader in this
innovative field http://www.lightpaintingbrushes.com/. Lightpaintingbrushes.com is a website that will titillate and inspire
your imagination. This group sells all sorts of useful tools,
provides instructions for fabricating your own and has a host
of tutorials for employing these tools creatively.
For this evening’s workshop, I prepared myself by visiting the pre-designated section of the necropolis during
the day, marked out on my map the gravesites, statues and
mausoleums that I wanted to work with. I opted to employ
my Olympus OM-D E-M1 II in order to take advantage of
the “live composite” function of this system. I have done
similar shoots using my Nikon utilizing either a series of
20-30 sec. exposures or on bulb. The Olympus live composite mode allows you to light paint an area, examine the
effect, and then add additional light, as desired. The beauty of live composite is that it allows you to add light while
preventing you from blowing the highlights, which is an
extremely useful feature.
Along with my backpack with camera gear, I also had a set of
Lume cubes on light stands and two bags of tools and toys.
Yes, it was a lot to lug around, even with wheeled cart. At
one point I walked away from one location with my backpack on, pulling the cart with one hand and holding the two
light stands in the other hand only to get to my next location, several minutes away, and then realize that I had left the
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camera and tripod behind. I had
to track back, in
the moonlight,
to retrieve the
rig. I then made
my first significant mistake of
the night. In an
attempt to make
up for the lost
time, I decided
to cut through the graveyard instead of staying on the longer
but safer roadway. Looking up to orient myself I tripped on a
metal bar and fell, fortunately onto the grass. This led to my
second mistake of the evening. Now, feeling flustered I got to
the next location, where I had already deposited my gear, and
set up for what was to be one of the more complex shoots of
the evening. I wanted to create a light man by light painting
myself. In my haste, I didn’t notice that, when I fell, the focus ring was pushed out of its auto focus position. As a result,
I spent a considerable amount of time doing four takes of this
scene only to get home and find that all were out of focus.
Fortunately, good habits prompted me to auto-correct that
mistake when I set-up at the next site.
All in all, it was a fun evening. I got to play with several tools and strove to create variant looks for each venue.
Here are some words of advice for those who are interested in venturing into this interesting area of photography.
First, you don’t need an array tools to get started, a flashlight or two will be sufficient. There is a plethora of videos
to help guide you along. Just start simple and then gradually develop your own style. Also, of particular note is that
photographing at night is much more time consuming then
during the daytime. This was not my first night time rodeo, I went with a mapped out plan and I set up and moved
along at a reasonable pace—for shooting at nocturnis. At
the end of four hours I came home with twenty-one images. Night photography of any sort, long exposure by moonlight, illuminating with a flashlight or lighting up the place
with color producing tools, is just more labor intensive. But,
any opportunity to photograph is fun and time flies when
you are having fun.
If you are interested in viewing some impressive nighttime
photography you might want to check out http://www.nationalparksatnight.com to see some very impressive images
and peruse their lineup of workshops.
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Sponsors of the Westchester Photographic Society
*Ask for your discount from sponsors marked with asterisks
** Discounts with WPS identification
Color Group 769-8484*
168 Saw Mill Rd. Hawthorne, NY 10532-1505
http://colorgroup.com
Hunt’s Camera 1-800-924-8682
100 Main St., Melrose, MA 02176-6104
www.huntsphotoandvideo.com
Thompson’s Art Supply*
184 Mamaroneck Ave., White Plains, NY 10601

